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DISCLAIMER 
Contents of this report do not l"eCeSsarily reflect the views and policies of the U.S. Depar\J I ient 
of the Interior, Washington, D.C., nor does mention of trade names or cxmnercial products 
constitute their endorsement or reca 111 e ldation for use by the U.S. GcNemment. 
ii 
A saturated-unsat gT'Olr,dwater fla.v and elasloplastic stress-slrain finite element 
model was developed for sinualing the mechanical behavior ct rill inl guly sizad char ii1el banks. 
The model COLped the l'M>dimensional saturated-unsat grcuidwafer bv equation with 
a pa,e strain fomualial ct the virtual work eqi ialion. The constitutive relaliol lShip used the 
mxified Can clay yield fl.nc:tion. The model included the effects ct a e epage force axl variation 
in soil cohesive &11...,gth due to charges in water oontert inl void ratio. ·A &l:aggered solution 
piocedure was used in which the groundwater equation was solved first to detemine seepage 
force and soil cohesive force, and then the stress-strain equation was solved. Upon reaching the 
fail1.re point, the elastoplastic constitutive relationship was replaced with a weak elastic 
relationship. 
The model was verified by co111paring predictions with (1) one-dimensional analytic 
solutions for unsaturated fla.v, saturated fla.v, and elastic strain; (2) other numerical solutions 
using the mcxfrfied Cam day yield function; (3) triaxial tests; and ( 4) laboratory experiments. The 
laboratory experiments E!111)1oyed a specially designed cyclic soil ca11)adol and plexiglass flume 
to form and OClffl)8CI channel banks. The channel banks were Slbjected to a rising and falling 
tr,,drograph. 
Mxief simulation included groundwater movement into the channel bank, strain in the x-
direc::tion, and the location ct finite elements which reached ultimate &1J ei igth. Fail1.re surfaces 
were delineated by zones of high x-strain in oonjunction with finite elements which reached 
ultimate stlerigth. The model provided good insight into the failure mecharism for popout failure 
and a reasonable prediction of plane failure. 
iii 
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CHAPTER I 
REVIEW OF ctWN:L BAN< FAILUE ECHANSMS 
INTRODUCTION 
The removal of material from channel banks is oor lb olled by the t,,o ii denelated proc:es ses 
d erosion and mechanic:al failure (Th:)me, 1982). Erosion is charad:erizsd by the removal of 
inclvidual soil particles along the c:hannel wetted perimeter by hydrmjicfcrces, while mechanical 
fall.l'e is characterized by the removal of incividual particles and bkx:ks of material by gravity. 
Erosional pi ocesses can produce near vertical to O'v"elhal igillJ channel banks which 
facilitates mecharical failure. Processes which ina ease bodyfcrces within the chara-iel bank, such 
as an increase in soil density or an increase in seepage force, contribute to mechanical failure. 
Processes which affect soil sber,gth, such as (1) an increase or deaease in moisture content, 
(2) root pe1 IE!bation and root density, and (3) freeze.thaw cycles, aso anribute to mechal lical 
failure. 
The objective of this research was to define and n ldll iematically model those processes 
which contribute to the mechanical failure of channel banks aeated by the formation of rills and 
gumes. Erosional processes, which primarily determine the geon lelry of channel banks, were not 
directly acldressecl under this prqec:t. 
Those piooesses which affect the mechanical failure of channel banks including (1) 
groundwater movement into and out of the channel bank durillJ passage of a hydrograph; (2) 
see page fcrces; (3) soil sb ength includillJ the effects of anisotropic consolidation and strain 
hardening; (4) the folrnation of tension aacks; (5) soil density; and (6) soil water content, were 
oonsidered and, if possible and appropriate, were inoorpaa1ed into a mathematical model. The 
n iall iet, etical model was verified with laboratory experiments in which pre-formed vertical channel 
banks approximately 20 cm high were subjected to a range of water level fluctuations. 
The remaining portion of this chapter will discuss field and laboc ata y obseivations of 
channel bank failure and tracitional methods of analyzing channel bank stability. Chapter II will 
present the model forrrUalion for saturated and Lmatlrated groundwater flON and soil stress-
strain, and will discuss the development of a soil cohesive pressure relationship; Chapter Ill will 
describe laboratory testing and model results; and Chapter IV contains a surrmary and 
conclusions. 
1 
r-£CHANISMS OF CHANEL BAN< FAIUR: 
Mechanisms of channel bank failure depend on (1) geomeby of the channel bank; (2) 
grouna..vater concitions within the channel bank; (3) soil properties; and (4) hydraulic conditions 
in the channel. Failure mechanisms can initially be separated into those 'Nhich are applicable to 
t1CXHlOhesive and cohesive soils. 
Nm-CohesiYe Chamel Baml 
Faille cl channel banks c:onl]OSed of non-cohesive material was investigated by Thome 
(1982, 1978), and Thome and Lewin (1979). Sections cl closely packed and imbricated sandy 
gravel were spray-painted to monitor the movement of grains. Those portions of the bank which 
were not affeded by channel flow retreated at a rate cl ~200 nm'year due to precipitation 
induced surface erosion and a reduction in effective strength resulting from increased pore 
pressure. Detached grains accurrulated as a wedge of loosely packed gravel at the base of the 
bank. Failure by plane slip was obselved to occur on the upper portions of the bank ~ a result 
cl oversteepening due to the detachment and transport of material from the base of the bank 
during intermediate channel flow. 
CohesiYe Chamel Baml 
Three mechanisms of channel bank failure in cohesive material have been identified: (1) 
circular arc failure with bah deep seated and shallOIN circles; (2) slab or plane failure; and (3) 
creation of overhanging banks through the removal of material at the toe of the bank by fom iation 
of a 'popout' or by excess shear forces, and failure of the remaining cantilever. (Bradford and 
Piest, 1980; Thome, 1982; Little, Thome, and IVAJrphey, 1982). 
Cin:uar Arc Fabe (Deep Sealed) 
Deep seated circular arc failures may intersect the ground surface at the slope, toe, or 
channel bottom (Fig. 1-1). These failures have been obselved on rug, cohesive banks and bluffs 
in the Mississippi River delta region. Seasonal scouring of pools at concave bends resulted in 
oversteepening of the bank and circular arc failure. In some cases, increased scour resulted from 
a reduction in upstream sediment supply due to the installation of revetments (Turnbull, Krinitizsky 
and Weaver, 1966). 
Frydman and Beasley (1976) constructed a physical model of a channel bank on the River 
Ouse in the East 54 issex region of England. The physical model was used to study a circular arc 
2 
Figure 1-1. 
(iii) 
Rotational slip in a cohesive bank, (i) slope failure, (ii) toe failure, (iii) base failure 
(Thome, 1982). 
failure that occurred in 1969 as a result of a channel deepening project to increase flood flow 
capacity of the river. To achieY8 clmensional similarity between the mcxlel and prototype, it was 
necessary to scale accelerations inllersely with linear clmensions. The resulting mcxlel had a 
height of 15 an and was loaded in a centrifuge at an aa:eleration of 46.5 g. A aoss-section of 
the mcxlel showing the initial channel geometry after dredging is illustrated in Fig. 1-2. The model 
was <Xll'IStructed with both kaolin (shear sbet igth of 10-20 kPa) and natural bank materials. Water 
3 
levels in the model were raised and k:Mered to sirrulate flooding. Mari(ers were placed in a 
triangular grid to enable measurement cl displacement and strain. 
Results cl the model operation using kaolin ae illustrated in Figs. 1-3 and 1-4, for the 
dredged and Lrtdredged condition, respectively. Fig. 1-3 shoNs the strain pattern of the dredged 
model in I I iediately after drawdown. Just prior to failure, the 20% strain CXll'ltotx behind and belOIN 
the wall joined and extended to the surface, indicating for,, aHon cl a slip plane. The undredged 
model developed very small strains and shcMled no sign cl failLre (Fig. 1-4). 
Operation of the model using natural bank material gave results similar to the kaolin 
model. Fig. 1-5 illustrates strain levels in relation to the slip surface. 
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I FINE SAND 
Figure 1-2. Cross-section of model (Frydman and Beasley, 1976). 
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Figure 1-3. Shear strain after drawdown in kaolin dredged model (Frydman and Beasley, 
1976). 
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Figure 1-4. Shear strain after drawdown in kaolin undredged model (Frydman and Beasley, 
1976). 
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Figure 1-5. Shear strain after dra\wown in natural material C7v'el'dredged model (Frydman and 
Beasley, 1976). 
Circuar he Failue (ShallcM, Cirde) 
Shallow slips have been widely obselved in weakly cohesive banks and stiff fissured soils. 
These are usually attributed to the expansion of aacks and weathering processes. Shallow 
c:ircuar arc failures are similar to slab failures and the two processes are not easily distinguished 
in the field (Thorne, 1982). 
Slab (Plane) Faikn and Cal'llillNer Faikn 
Plane failure, in which blocks or columns of soil slide or topple forwards into the channel, 
occur primarily in low cohesive banks. Little, Thome, and 11.tJrphy (1982) reported slab failure as 
a primary failure mechanism on stream banks on the Yazoo Basin in northwestern Mississippi. 
Stream banks ranged from 3 to 10 m high with slope angles from so· to 90· with the horizontal. 
In this type of failure, a tension aack developed vertically downwad from the ground surface. 
Failure occurred along a slip surface which intersected the bottom of the tension aack and the 
toe of the channel slope (Little, Thome, and 11.tJrphy, 1982; L.omes and Handy, 1968; Thome, 
Little, and M.lphy, 1981 ). 
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ElladfOld and Piest (19n, 1980) identified a 'popOld' or alOJw failure near the toe of a 
vertical wall as a preanor to slab or plane failure cl guly la1ks fan led in loess derived alluvium. 
After fan iation of a popout, plane failure cl the channel l:a1k occurred in two successive stages 
as iUusb ated in Fig. ~- Application cl OOl'M!lllional lirrit eqt.ilibrii.m slope stability n iethods can 
not adequately predid the inaemental failure shot.In in Fig. 1-6. 
Explanations for the fan ialion cl a popout included (1) collapse cl the soil structure due 
. to wetli!YJ; (2) nigration cl soil particles from areas adjacent to the wall due to gromdwater flow 
out cl the gully wall; (3) a reduction in soil tensile sbe, igth due to stress relief at the base of the 
gully wall; and (4) a reduction in soil cohesion clue to increased water content. Slope stability 
analysis indicated that seepage forces were not drec:lly responsible for failure cl the gully wall. 
Piest, Bradford, and VWatt (1975) investigated erosion and sediment transport from gullies 
formed in loess in western lo.va. They observed that failure cl a vertical bank began by chipping 
and flaking of soil from near the toe, until considerable ll'ldercutting occurred. Many of the flakes 
and chips \Nel"e of appreciable size and appeared to have been dislodged by seepage flowing 
through macropores. After sufficient underaJtting, the cantilever portion of the bank failed. 
ANALYSIS OF CHANte... BAN< STAEIUlY 
Procedures which have been applied to the analysis of channel bank stability can also be 
separated into those which are applicable to non-cohesive and cohesive soils. The analysis of 
channel bank stability has been surrmarized by Thome (1982). 
Non-Cohesive Chamel Banks 
The shear strength of non-cohesive material can be desaibed by the Mohr-Coulomb 
equation with zero cohesion 
s = (CJ - u)Tancji (1-1) 
where s is shear, CJ is normal stress, u is pore pressure, and <p' is the effective or drained fridion 
angle. Under drained concitions, u = 0 and stability is a function of the bank angle and angle of 
internal friction (Taylor, 1948) 
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Figure 1-6. Observed failure surface sequence and simplified Bishop predicted failure surface (Bradford and Piest, 1977). 
Tri 
F, = Tancj> (1-2) 
where F, is the factor rl safety and 0 is the bank angle with the hOlizorul. Fer the Uniting case 
in which F, = 1, 0 = '-
Failue in non-cohesive material gei 1e1 ally oca.rs as a shallow slip ala,g a pa,e er slightly 
mved uface. Deep s atad failues are inikely in non-Cohesive material beca 1Se shear 
stletigth usually ina ases nue rapidy with deplh than does shear stress (Taylor, 1948). 
For Llldrained oonditions, pore presSl.l'e can be significant and the lirming slope is given 
by (C8rson and Kirkby, 1972) 
• 
Tan a: = (y2i,Cos20 - u) Tan cV 
y Zp Cos20 
(1-3) 
where a: is the lirming slope angle, y is the l.llit weight rl soil, and 2i, is the vertical deplh to the 
failt.re plane. If pore presSl.l'e is positive, the lirming slope angle is smaller than the friction angle. 
If the bank material is unsaturated, pore pressure can be negative. Negative pore presSl.l'e gives 
non-cohesive material an apparent cohesion and allCMIS the bank angle to exoeed the friction 
angle. Determination of pore pressure for saturated and unsati.rated oonditions requires a 
satll'atecHnatued gl'CUld-water flow model. 
Cohesive Chamel Bare 
The shear strength of cohesive material is desaibecl by Eq. (1-1) with cohesion included 
s = c' + (cr - u)TancV (1-4) 
where c' is effective CX>tesion. The stability of channel banks can be determined by the method 
rl lirriting eqLilibrium in which soil is assuned to behave as a rigid plastic material (no strain 
oca.rs until failure is reached), and a factor rl safety is calaJlated by the ratio of restraining 
forces to driving forces alorg a predetermined slip surface. Lirming equilibrium procedures are 
separated on the basis of the shape of the slip uface: (1) dra.ilar arc (log spiral), or (2) plane. 
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Cirwar art: slip a.face 
The method cl lirriting eqLilibriLm can be applied to circular arc slip surfaces by dividing 
the material above the slip surface into a ru.mber cl slices and analyzing the moments about the 
point cl rotatia'l for each slice (Fig. 1-7). To obtain a determinant solution, it is necessary to make 
an SSSIJITlllion regarding the interslice forces. One co,,,, ion as5l611llion, which is the basis of the 
si!Tlllified Bishop method, is that the forces on the sides cl each slice are horizontal (x, = Xi = O 
in Fig. 1-7). The factor of safety for the si!Tlllified Bishop method is given by (Bishop, 1955) 
F = E [ [c'b + (w - ub) tan+']SecB,..l 
s B [1 + (~ tan$')] W SinSi, 
• 
(1-5) 
where b is width of the slice, w is weight of the slice, and 0,, is the angle of the base of the slice 
with the horizontal. Since F, appears on both sides of Eq. (1-5), an iterative solution is required 
to determine F,. Also, there is no si!Tllle method for detemining the aitical slip sulfac::e for 
general cases, and a number atrial surfaces rrust be analyzed to determine the surface with the 
lowest factor of safety. 
To facilitate application of Eci. (1-5) for si!Tlllified cases, stability charts have been 
developed. M:>rgenstem ( 1963) developed solutions for LllC:lrained channel banks (banks 
subjected to rapid dra\NClcMln so that undrained conditions ca, be assumed). Ponce (1978) 
developed solutions for drained conditions by assumng homogeneous soil conditions and that 
the critical circle passes through the toe and top of the bank. 
A Simplified Bishop stability analysis of the previously diso 1Ssecl Ouse River channel bank 
was conducted using the slip surface and soil properties given in Fig. 1-8. The calculated factor 
of safety varied from 1.2 to 1.4 depending on the amooot of passive pressure attributed to the 
sheet pile, thus indicating that the bank should not have failed. Differences between the model 
behavior and the sinl)lified Bishop stability analysis were explained by the phenomenon cl 
progressive failure. Progressive failure has been cisCI 1Ssecl by several investigators including 
Skenl)ton (1964), Bishop (1967), and Schofield and Wclh (1968). The problem has also been 
addressed thra.gl the numerical simulation a shear band formation in soils during triaxial testing 
(Shuttle and Snith, 1988). 
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Figure 1-7. Stability analysis of a circular slip surface by the method cl slices (Thome. 
1982). 
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Figure 1-8. Slip surface analyzed by simplified Bishop method (Frydman and Beasley, 
1976). 
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h. clay is strained, shear sberiglh initially inaeases to a maxim.m value and then 
dea es asyn'ftoocally to a residual value. N. the residual value, the cohesion is near zero 
and the Mohr-Coulorrb friction angle can dea ease from f to 10'. Cuing shearing, 
overconsolidated days tend to expand rapidly after the maxinun slier igth is read'led. Thus, part 
ct the observed deaease in sbength is due to a, ir.a ease in void ratio and water content. In 
adcition, during straining day particles become partially oriented in the direction of shear, forming 
ttin bands. These bands of clay particles become almost tolally oriented at lage strains 
(Skertlton, 1964). 
If an element of day in a soil mass is subjected to stress beyond the peak sber igth, the 
resistance to strain will decrease at that point. This decrease in sb ength will require that the 
stress at a nearby point increase, again resulting in stress beyond the peak strength. In this 
manner, a progressive failure can develop in llllhich the sb ength along the entire slip surface will 
be reduced to the residual value (Skertlton. 1964). 
Reanalysis of the Ouse channel bank failure using a <Xlhesion of zero and a decreased 
friction angle (32° to 30° for the silty sand) produced a factor of safety of 0.9 (Frydman and 
Beasley, 1976) . 
. Bradford, Farrell, and Larson (1973) performed a Si111)1ified Bishop stability analysis for 
a typical gully wall formed in loessial soils of the nidwest (Fig. 1-9). Initial assumptions made in 
the analysis induded (1) a water table exists at the toe of the slope; (2) the apparent soil 
cohesion at a given height above the water table can be deternined from c = \JI, Tan cj,', where 
\JI, is soil water suction which is a linear .function of height above the water table (\JI, = 0 at the 
base of the cut and \JI, = % at the top of the cut of height H); (3) c = 0 at the base of the bank; 
(4) the circular failure sll'face does not cut below the toe of the wall; and (5) the failure surface 
is normal to the soil surface at the top of the vertical bank. 
Results of the analysis for selected bank heights and soil densities are given in Table 1-1. 
The values in Table 1-1 indicate that the factor of safety is essentially independent of bank height. 
decreases with an inaease in soil density, and is less than 1.0 for q,' ~ 35°. 
A second analysis was done to deternine the effect of raising or lowering the water table 
on the factor of safety. In this case, the soil bulk density was assumed to increase linearly with 
depth from 1.65 at the surface to 1.95 at the base of the bank, and the friction angle was constant 
at 25'. Results of this analysis, which are presented in Table 1-2, show that if the water table 
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Figure 1-9. Failure surface for gully wall (Bradford, Farrell and Larson, 1973). 
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reaches 110 an beloN the surface(% = 410 for a 300 an bin height), the bank will fail. Since 
the water level for gijlies in loessial aeas is geuerally ab:M the tee of the wall, it was c:onduded 
that the 8SSl.lTfltion of zero CXJhesion al the elevation of the waler table was ru valid. Thus, in 
a,alyzing the effa.:ts r:I a fluctuating water table on bank stability, measurernert r:I soil cohesion 
at zero suction is essential (Bladfa-d, Farrell, Md Larson, 1973). 
Plme lip falu'e 
A plane slip surface or Culman faih.re surface has the form illustrated in Fig. 1-10. 
Equaling forces along the failure plane provides an expression for the critical height r:I the bank. 
4cSin0~ 
H,, = y[1 - Cos 0q,)J (1-6) 
where H,, is the critical bank height Eq. (1-6) is expressed in tenns r:I total stress and does not 
consider pore pressure. For a vertical bank, Eq. (1-6) si"1)1ifies to 
(1-7) 
where H,,. is the critical height of a vertical bank. 
Eq. (1-7) was modified by Terzaghi (1943) to include the effects of tension cracks. 
Horizontal tensile stress occurs in a soil mass when a vertical cut alters the stress distribution 
aeated by consolidation during the soil formation pu:x:ess (Ko consolidation) (Fig. 1-11 ). The depth 
of the tension zone can be calculated using a Mohr drde as (Taylor, 1948) 
(1-8) 
where z,, is the depth of tensile stress. 
In high banks, Zo is relatively small and a tension crack does not significantly affect the 
geoi, etJ y of the failure surface. Therefore, the effect r:I tension cracks can be taken into account 
by reducing the length of the failure surface by the portion which lies within the tensile zone. 
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TaHel-1 
8'8clMI slnlss -~ d wrtil:al slopes Ir 
variotB sci pm•,s.._s (Brc.cLc:I, Fcnall am I.anion, 1973) 
Slope heiglt W:!t density /!qJ.e cl li1c:lion Cawated factor 
an gmur? degees cl safety 
20 1.70 25 0.58 
30 0.79 
35 0.95 
40 1.14 
300 1.70 25 0.62 
30 0.76 
35 0.96 
40 1.11 
300 1.80 25 0.59 
30 0.74 
35 0.89 
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Figure 1-10. Schematic for plane slip failure (Thome, 1982). 
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Figure 1-11. Schematic for plane slip failure with a tension crack (Thome, 1982). 
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For loN vertical banks, where a tension aack may form a significalt portion of the failure 
suface, Eqs. (1-7) and (1-8) can be CXJlriJined by 8SSl.mirg that tension aac:lcs deYelop to the 
deplh of tensile stress (z = Zo, Fig 1-11) to give the ailical heig'lt for a vertical bank with a tension 
aac:k. 
t{. = H,. - z,, = ~ Tar{45 + t) (1-9) 
where !tr is the ailical height for a vertical bank with a tension aack. If it is assumed that tensile 
stress is a maxinun at the suface and deaeases linearly with depth to zero at Zo, the depth of 
tension aacki~ for a soil with a tensile &11e1igth of Grc is given by (Lohnes and Handy, 1968) 
(1-10) 
Yolhere y is the depth of the tension aack, Grc is tensile stJ er-gth of the soil, and crr is tensile 
stress at the surface. The tensile stress at the surface is given by 
(1-11) 
which allCMIS the width of the failure slab to be detennined from geometry (Fig. 1-11 ). 
(1-12) 
where b is width of the faih.re slab. 
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CariileYer failue 
Thome (1982) and Thome and TOleJ (1981) applied beam theory to analyze an overhang 
or cantilever which is aeated by the fom iation cl popouts or through the erosion cl underlying 
bank material (Fig. 1-12). A cantilever remains in place until a state cl Uniting equilibrium is 
reached due to increased 'Nidth resulting from continued underaJl:ting, or weakening by wetting 
or tension aacking. Depending on the geometry, a c:antilewr can fail by shear, beam, or tensile 
failure. Dimensionless stability charts were constructed to estimate the factor of safety and 
mechanics of failure (Fig. 1-13). 
SUMlt1ARY 
The mechanical failure cl channel banks is characterized by the removal cl individual 
partides and blocks cl material by gravity. The objective of this research was to define and 
n Jail ien iatically model those processes which contribute to the mechanical failure of channel 
banks aeated by the formation cl rills and gullies. 
Mechanisms of channel bank failure in cohesive material indude (1) circular arc failure 
with both deep seated and shallo.N circles; (2) slab or plane failure; and (3) aeation ci 
overhanging banks and failure of the remaining cantilever. 
The analysis of channel bank failure for cohesive material has primarily been confined to 
limit equilibrium methods such as the simplified Bishop method cl slices for circular arc failure, 
the Culman method of equating forces along the failure plane for plane failure, and the application 
of beam theory to analyze overhanging channel banks. 
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CHAPTER II 
FINlE E1.EM:NT FCRUATION 
INTROOUC110N 
To meet the objectives of addressing ( 1) changes in soil s1I ei igth due to variation in soil 
water mntent, (2) seepage force ll!Sl.dting from grw,ctNater movement into and out of a channel 
l:a'lk, n (3) variation in effective stress and soil Int \Yeight ca, ised by saturated and 
U1SIIILrated conditions, a c:ormned sah.nted-unsatu grw,ctNaterftON and soil stress-strain 
model was developed. 
The basic equations desaibing the dynamic irteradion of soil-fluid systems were 
delleloped by Biot (Zienkiewic:z and Shiomi, 1984). Under the ~ of saturated ftON, 
finear elastic stress-strain behavior, and a periodic loading function, Zienkiewic:z, Chang, and 
Bettess (1980) solved the Biot equations in terms of dimensionless parameters. The 
dimensionless parameters ca, be used to estimate if the full Biot equations l'TIJSt be used or if 
the flLid phase or fluid and solid phase accelerations can be neglected in a dynamic soil-
grw,ctNater problem. 
Application of this procedure to a gully sized chamel bank (30 an bank height) Sltljec:ted 
to a rising and falling hydrograph with a period of five mnutes shONS that this problem falls into 
the quasi-static or consolidation category in which the flLid and solid phase accelerations can be 
neglected. 
Given the quasi-static nah.l"e of the problem, a staggered solution process using the finite 
element method was adopted (Zienkiewic:z and Taylor, 1991). Under this procedure the 
saturated-unsaturated groundwater flC7N and soil stress-strain equations were formulated and 
solved separately. 
SATURA1ED-UNSATURAlED GROUNDYVATER FI.DN MOOEUNG 
GoYerrqi E<µltia, and F"lile Elemert Forrruatioo 
For incompressible saturated fluid flC7N through a vertically deforming porous medium the 
governing equation is given by 
(11-1) 
subject to 
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h(t) = n(t) on r;, (11-2) 
a. K., a, = f(t) on r, (11-3) 
h(O) =n on o, (11-4) 
where h is hydraulic head (h = ply, + z = \Jf + z. where p is water pressi.re, \Jf is pressure head, 
z is elevation head, and y1 is fllid unit weight); K. is sail.rated hydraulic conduclivity; Q is a point 
source or withdrawal; c. is a saturated storage coefficient; O, is the saturated domain; n ( t) is 
presaibed head as a function cA time; "f ( t) is presaibed infiltration or exfiltration as a function 
of time; K., is saturated hydraulic conductivity normal to the boundary; rh. and r, are the 
presaibed head and presaibed flux boundaries, respectively; and n is the direction normal to r. 
Equation (11-1) is also applied to the unsaturated zone by replacing K. and C1 with K(ljl) anciC(ljl), 
respectively, where K(ljl) and C(ljl) are functions of the water pressure head, \Jf (Desai and Li, 
1983; Bear. 19n). 
,towication of the GaJeri(in finite element method to a l'M>-dimensional formulation of Eq. 
(11-1) and assen-bling the element equations yields 
[C(ljl)J!li} + [K(ljl)J{hl = {ql (11-5) 
where [C(ljl)J is the capacitance or storage matrix, [K(ljl)] is the stiffness or conduc:tMty matrix, {h} 
is a vector of unknown heads, {bJ is a vector of unknoMl head temporal derivatives, and {q} is 
a vector containing infilbaaoo, exfiltration, source, and withdrawal. 
Application of a finite difference scheme to Eq. (11-5) gves 
([C(ljl)] + ~K(ljl)]tit)lh,) = ([C(ljl)] - (1 - 9)[K(ljl)]M)lh,J + (11-6) 
( (1 - 0)!ql + 0fq.,l )M 
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where !:I. is the time inaement, 9 is a ,wigl ting factor, and i and i+1 inclcate the anent and 
advanced time step, respectively. In this application, the Galer1<in weighting factor r:I 9 = 213 was 
used. Tlis is more aca.ratethan the backwaid cifferellCe scheme (9 = 1) and more stable than 
the central diffei et 1Ce scheme (9 = 1/2) (Stasa, 1985). Also, a ILJnl)ed capacita 1Ce matrix was 
med to ninirrize osc:illation cl the solution. 
Separating the hydraulic conductivity and storage terms irto a ca istant or saturated term 
and a residual pressure dependent term yields 
(11-7) 
K(\jl) = K. - r(\jl) 
(11-8) 
C(\jl) = c. + s(\jl) 
where K(\jl) and C(\jl) are the pressure dependent hydraulic condudivity and storage coefficient, 
respectively; K. is the saturated hydraulic conductivity; C, is the saturated storage coefficient; and 
r(\jl) and s(\jl) are functions r:I the pressure head (Desai and Li, 1983). 
Substituting Eqs. (11-7) and (11-8) into Eq. (11-6) yields 
([CJ + ~)0-t:1 = (r(~er~:;1 + (1 - 0) ~I) 
+ ([CJ - (1 - 0) (KJM)lt\l (11-9) 
+ [s('V>IJ (0-C - 1~::1) 
+ (( 1- 0) {qi + 9[q.,I ) tit 
where j and j+1 indicate the anent and advanced unsaturated iteration, respectively. 
The solution of Eq. 11-9 requires that hi be substituted for terms involving hi:~ on the right 
hand side (RHS). Since the left hand side (l.HS) contains only constant terms ((KJ and (CJ), this 
substitution allc:ms Eq. 11-9 to be solved by factoring the LHS once and then using back 
substitution to solve for a varying RHS. 1-bNever in this application, this solution procedure proved 
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uns1able due to high water content gradients and it was necessary to set C, = C(\jl) and s(\jl) = 
0, and to factor the U-IS at each time step and unsaturated iteration. · 
Iterative solution a Eq. 11-9 was continued until differences in successive head values 
reached an ac:ceptable tolerance. The nurroer of iterations required was heavily dependent on 
the time step used. 
For a two-dimensional formulation, the individual elemeri terms in Eq. 11-9 ae given by 
(11-10) 
[c:i = f CJN]1fN]dxdz (11-11) 
A. 
{q} = {~ - {q,"l (11-12) 
{~ = f JNJTQdxdz (11-13) 
{q,"J = f [NJT{fldC (11-14) 
c 
(11-15) 
[s(\j/)8) = f s(\jl)[N]l[N]dxdz (11-16) 
A. 
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where r(ljl),. and r('I'), repi esent inab.l'ated residual hydraulic oonductivity in the x and z 
cirectious, respectively, and the supersaipt e denotes ele111e11t values prior to assembly. The 
required integration of the element terms in Eqs. ll-10through ll-16was performed using Gauss-
L.egendle quadrature. 
Sci llllalsue-Pless Relalia ISlip 
Two soil water retention and oosaturated hydraulic oondudivity relationships were 
incorporated in the model. The first relationship is a sin1)1e linear fl.nction and was used primarily 
to verify numerical solutions. The second relationship was used insinuating laboratory tests. The 
linear relationship is illustrated in Fig. 11-1 and is given by 
(11-17) 
(11-18) 
(11-19) 
(11-20) 
(11-21) 
(11-22) 
where 0 is volumetric water content, 0, is saturated water content, 0, is residual water content, 
'I'd is pressure head at the top of the capillary fringe, and 'I', is the residual pressure head at 0,. 
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Figure 11-1. Schematic of soil moisture - pressure head and hydraulic conductivity -
pressure head relationships. 
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A second set of relationships incorporated in the irodel are those delleloped by van 
Genuchten (1980) and Mlalem (1976) (Jl.l'Y, Ga.doer, and Gardner, 1991). These relationships 
are given by 
9{ljl) = [1 + a( ~-M 
with 
G = (0 - 0,) I (01 - 0,); M = 1 -1/N 
where e is a dimensionless volumetric water content, and a, N, and M are coefficients. 
Ebntary Ca dliol IS 
(11-23) 
(11-24) 
(11-25) 
Boundary conditions applicable to Eq. 11-1 include presaibec:I flux or presaibec:I head. 
Presaibec:I flux boundary concfrtions are automatically incorpoi ated into the Galerkin fomulation. 
Presaibec:I head boundary conditions are in1)0SE!d alter assembly of the element equations. 
Initial conditions are in1)0SE!d by presaibing head values throughout the solution domain at the 
initiation of COfll)Utation. 
A seepage face boundary condition contains both presaibec:I head and flux conditions and 
presents certain diffiailties in a sahnted-unsaturated groundwater flow model. One approach 
is to maintain a zero flux boundary condition above the exit point of the seepage face and a 
presaibec:I head boundary condition below the exit point. Under this method, the calculated 
outflow and pressure head at each boundary node are checked against the assumed boundary 
condition. If the presaibec:I headlflux boundary does not agree with the assumed boundary 
condition, the position of the presaibec:I headlflux boundary is adjusted and another iteration is 
performed (Neuman, 1973). 
Unless an adaptive finite element approach is used, this method results in a discontinuous 
boundary condition in which the head/flux boundary can only be set on an element basis (at finite 
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element nodes). In an adaptive approach, bolmary elements would be sized to accommodate 
the loo.JS of the phreatic surface exit at the seepage face. 
Another approach is to use a presaibed head boundaly condition for both the saturated 
and unsaturated flov., portion of the seepage face. A presaibed head boll'ldary condition can be 
continuously varied, thus eliminating a disoontinuous boll'ldary between a head/flux boundary 
condition and the need to E!l11lloy an adaptive finite element app1 oac:h. 
Investigation of evaporation from a bare soil sufac:e shows that once the surface relative 
humidity falls belov., about 99%, the rate of evaporation is limited by the unsaturated hydraulic 
conductivity (Phillip, 1957; Eagleson, 1970). Thus at the soil Sl.lface, the moisture content and 
consequently the head would be a function of the surface relative humidity. 
Immediately above the exit point of the phreatic surface on the seepage face and within 
the capillary fringe, pressure head values will decrease linearly. Awle the capillary fringe, 
pressure head would be expected to decrease gradually to a final value controlled by the soil 
surface relative humidity (Fig. 11-2). Based on these assu"l)tions, the seepage face presaibed 
head boundary conditions above the phreatic surface exit point can be represented by 
ljf = -(z - z.,) for z., < z < z,,, (11-26) 
(11-27) 
(11-28) 
with 
&. =~ -z,,, (11-29) 
~=z-z,,, (11-30) 
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Figure 11-2. Schematic or seepage face boundary concfrtion. 
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zcf 
where z.,, is the elevation of the exit of the phreatic surface at the seepage face; z,,, is the 
elevation at the top of the capillary fringe; z,, is the elevation corresponding to the maxirrum 
evaporation pressure head reduction, w.; and 'Vd is the pressure head at the top of the capillary 
fringe (Fig. 11-2). 
The location of the seepage face exit point, z.,. was detem ined for each iteration by 
assumng that the entire seepage face was ~ed and detemining the flo.v direction Onflo.v 
or outflo.v) for each node. Nodes located above the seepage face exit poirt were inflo.v nodes 
while those belo.v the exit point were outflo.v nodes. The location of the exit point was determined 
by using linear interpolation to locate the point of zero outllON between the two nodes which 
exhibited a change in flo.v direction. 
SOIL SlRESS-STRAIN MOOEUNG 
liwa:ldan 
Stress-strain problems can be si"l)lified from three to two dimensions when (1) a thin 
plate is loaded uniformly across its thickness in a direction parallel to the lateral surfaces of the 
plate, or (2) where the normal strain for one surface and Shear strain directed toward that surface, 
are zero. The first case is knONn as a plane stress analysis and requires that 
a •• = oxz = oyz =. 0. The second case is knONn as a plane strain analysis and requires that 
Ezz = £,.. = E,z = 0. 
A two-dimensional analysis of chamel bank failure falls dearly into the plane strain case. To 
maintain compatibility with axis conventions used the ground water model, the plane strain 
analysis was forrrulated in the x-z plain. The plane strain assumptions require that F.,.y = e,. = 
F.,y = 0. 
~ EcJ,atia'l and Fll'ile Element Fomuation 
The mechanical behavior of soil is governed by the equations of static equilibrium, the 
small strain-displac:errent equations, and an accorrpinying constitutive relationship. Although 
a finite element forrrulation can be developed from the equations of static equilibrium, it is more 
convenient to adopt an energy approach which leads cfirectly to the finite element foorulation. 
The principle of virtual displac:errents is a special case of the more general principle of virtual 
worlc and requires that the worlc done by the external forces on a structural system be equal to 
the increase in internal strain energy of the system for any set of admssible virtual displac:errents. 
The principle of virtual work serves both as a basic energy relationship and a weak form of the 
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eqlilibriun eqUcllions which can be used cirectly to deYelop the nonlinear ~c finite 
elemert fcmuation to,- soil stress-strain roodel~. (Stasa, 1985; Zienkiewicz and Taytor, 1989). 
The principle of virtual work can be expessed as 
f loEJTfoldv = f louJTlbJdv + f fSuJT!slds + I: !ouJT!fJ 
., ., "' 
Internal 
Energy 
Body Pressure and 
Forces Shear 
Point 
Loads 
(11-31) 
\\tlere & is virtual strain, fu is virtual displacement, a is stress, b is body force, s is surface 
traction, f P is a point load, and v9 and s• indicate volume and surface integrals r:Ner the finite 
element, respectively (Stasa, 1985). 
Using the Lagrangian small strain relationships, virtual strain can be expressed as 
(11-32) 
/SE) = [L]{6ul = [L][N]{6a"J = [B]l6a"J 
where [L] is a linear operator matrix given by 
(11-33) 
L = 
fu is virtual displacement given by 
(11-34) 
6u = [N]{oa"} 
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(NJ is the shape function matrix, ·~ is element nodal virtual displacement, and [BJ is the strain 
nodal displace, ent matrix. • 
Substituting Eqs. 11-32 and 11-34 into Eq. 11-31 yields 
{6a"JT(J(BJT{a!dv - J(NJT{bJdv - J(Nflslds 
~ ~ ~ 
(11-35) 
- }: (Nflf.,)) = 0 
Since <'a.. is not necessarily zero, the term in parentheses rrust be zero. Mer substitution of a 
constitutive relationship 
(11-36) 
{al = (0]1£1 + <ro 
where [DJ is a linear constitutive matrix, E is strain, and c; is initial stress. and by noting that { E} 
= (B]{a"}, where the virtual displacement ~ has been replaced with the nodal displacement, a•, 
Eq. 11-35 can be written 
J ([Bf[Dl(B]dv)a" - J [N]Tlbldv + J [B)Tlo;)dv - J [N]Tlslds 
,, ..,. ..,. ~ (11-37} 
-L [Nflf.,) = 0 
In this application, the initial stress, cr0 , consisted of the initial K,, owrburden pressure and soil 
cohesive pressure. For nonlinear elastoplastic constitutive relationships, Eq. 11-37 must be solved 
using iterative or incremental techniques. 
/:v1 incremental elastoplastic constitutive relationship which follo.Ns the normal or 
associative rule (inaemental strain is orthogonal to yield surface) can be written (Desai and 
Siriwardane, 1984) 
Idol = (roJ - [D)[A](AI'{DJ )Id&) 
[A]T(D][A) - ~ 
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(11-38) 
.. where [DJ is an elastic constitutive raatia lShip, [A) is the gradent cl the yield ftn::tion, and t-t., is 
the plastic modulus. The plastic modulus is 
(11-39) 
where F is a yield fl.l1c:tion, ff. is plastic vollJ'Tletric strain, and A; is the trace cl the gradient 
mabix. For a two-dimensional plain strain forrrulation, the gradient cl the yield function is given 
by 
IA)T fF · ( fF fF fF fF ) 
= ro, = a:r,.. . ~ . a:r,.. • IX\y 
The modified cam day yield function was used in this forrrulation 
F = M2.f, - M2J1J01 + 27 J20 = 0 
(11-40) 
(11-41) 
where M is the slope of the aitical state line in triaxial stress space, J, is the first invariant of the 
stress tensor, J20 is the second invariant of the deviatoric stress tensor, and J01 is a hardening 
parameter. 
The aitical state line is given by 
For the modified Cam day model, the plastic modulus, t-t.,. is 
1-t., = _ M2J1J01(1 + eJ 6., 
A -K 
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(11-42) 
(11-43) 
where e., is the initial void ratio, l is the slope of the normal consolidation line, K is the slope of 
the unloading or recompression line, and 
(11-44) 
A.z = 27a,. + (2M2 - 9)J, - M2Jo, (11-45) 
(11-46) 
The mcx!ified Cam day yield function is illustlated in Fig. 11-3. For stress points which lie 
inside the yield function (F < 0), strain is elastic and an elastic constitutive relationship is 
applicable. For stress points which lie on or outside the yield surface (F ~ 0), elastoplastic strain 
occurs and the yield surface moves outward as strain hardening occurs. Failure occurs IM1E!l1 the 
stress path reaches the aitical state line. 
Forces 
Folla.ving a derivation provided by Bear (1972), five forces were used to desaibe the 
mechanical behavior of channel banks: ( 1) weight of the soil matrix; (2) fluid pressure gradient; 
(3) fluid drag force; (4) weight of soil moisture in the unsaturated zone; and (5) soil cohesive 
force. Soil weight is a body force given by 
(11-47) 
where F1 is the soil weight per unit volume, 'Ym is the soil mineral unit weight, and n is porosity. 
For saturated conditions, the fluid pressure is 
(11-48) 
Pp = -(1 - n)Vp 
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Figure 11-3. Schematic or modified Cam day yield function in triaxial stress space (Roscoe 
and Burland, 1968; Desai and Siriwardane, 1984). 
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where ~ is the fluid pressure force per unit volume and p is pressure. 
For unsaturated con<frtions, soil cohesNe forces including matric suction and 
electrochemical forces between soil partides produce a stress clisbibution in the unsaturated soil 
matrix. Based on a derivation presented in a subsequent section of this Chapter, the cohesive 
pressure can be expressed as 
p(M - MJ - Cle u.: = ---a-:---M 
(11-49) 
where u., is the cohesNe pressure, p is total mean pressure, Cle is the intercept cA the failure line 
with the deviatoric stress axis, ""' is the slope of the failure line for an unsaturated soil, and M 
is the slope cA the failure fine for a normally consolidated saturated soil. The cohesNe pressure 
produces a compressive stress disbibution which varies with initial void ratio, water content, and 
applied loading. 
The drag force resulting from head loss is given by 
(11-50) 
~ = -ny,vh 
for saturated conditions and 
(11-51) 
F::' = - evr ,vh 
for unsaturated conditions where ~ and F:f' are the drag forces per unit volume for saturated 
and unsaturated conditions, respectively; S. is volumetric water content, and y, is the fluid unit 
weight. 
\l\eght of the soil moistt.re in the unsaturated zone is given by 
(11-52) 
Pm' = -0y, 
where F.:;' is the weight cA soil moisture per Ll1it volume in the unsaturated zone. 
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Soll llicr'I d S I t I sk S1res&S1rai'1 EqLation 
General •alulion 
Basic methods for solving nonlinear slres&-strain relationships include cirect iteration, 
~. tangent stiffuess, and initial stilli,ess methods (ONen and tbon, 1980). A 
method ;:,resented by Siriwardane and Desai (1983) which combines inae11aital and iterative 
tacmiques was E!nl)loyed in this model. The method is given by the ina en ien1al linear equation 
[K(u)]iltiuJi • i - ((gV • 1 - (gV} = lR,) 
(11-53) 
where g is the force vector and Ri is a residual force vector which is a measure or SOiution 
c:onvergence. Successive iterations were performed until Ri was reduced to a suitable tolerance . 
. Soll Ilion at 11.i, ate sfrenglh 
M each inaemental increase in load, the stress Ill.ISi be checked at each Gauss 
integration point lo determine if the yield function was exceeded (F > 0). If the yield function was 
exceeded, the stress at the Gauss integration point is in the failure zone and an iterative 
pocedure based on the work cl Siriwardane and Desai (1983) was used to determine a rrfN.J 
stress distribution which did not exceed the yield function. 
A hypothetical incremental increase in stress which exceeds the yield function is 
schematically illustrated in Fig. 11-4. The intersection or the ultimate sbeugth line and the line 
segment (A - B) in Fig. 11-4 gives the coordinates in J1 - J20 space or the stress point on the yield 
function. 
The total differential or J1 can be expressed as 
(11-54) 
Multiplying both sides by 
(11-55) 
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Figure 11-4. Schemalic cl incremental stress exceeding utimate strength. 
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and solving for 00. gives 
(11-56) 
(11-57) 
lncrementaJ stresses determined by Eqs. 11-56 and 11-57 can be added to give do,... dcr.z, dcr,.y. 
and~ necessary to return J1 and J20 to the Lffimate sbength line. 
If the above desaibed iterative scheme was unable to reduce the stress to the ultimate 
strerwJth line, the elastoplastic constitutive relationship for the Gauss integration point was 
replaced with a weak elastic constitutive relationship. 
GENERAL. SOLUTION ALGORITHM 
The previously desaibed model requires the solution of two sets of sirrultaneous 
equations: one for groundwater flow and another for stress-strain. Boundary conditions required 
for solution include a specified flux, or either a steady state or dynamic presaibed head boundary 
condition for the groundwater model, and a presaibed displacement boundary condition for the 
stress-strain model. Initial conditions include either a total head or pressure head distribution 
tlYoughout the porous medium. 
Solution was accomplished by using a staggered pioc:ess in which the groundwater flCNV 
equation was solved first to determine seepage force and soil cohesive force, and then the stress-
strain equation was solved. For high hydraulic gradients and resulting large seepage forces, it 
was necessary to inc:rena~ increase the gradient to maintain numerical stability. Wien an 
element reached the failin point, the elastoplastic constitutive relationship was replaced with a 
weak elastic relationship. The soil moisture and stress-strain equations I/I/ere solved using the 
active zone equation solver to perform LU decomposition (Stasa, 1985). 
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DEVELOPNENT OF A SOIL cotESIVE RELATIONSHIP 
Ulli,a1e Sbe1iglh Cohesiw Presstn Fomuation 
/J.:!. illusb med iri Fig. 11-5, cohesive pressure can be defined as the difference in mean 
pressure bel\",een the failure line for an lllSaturated soil and the failure line for a normally 
consolidated saturated soil. hlopting a total stress approach in p - q stress space, the failure line 
for an unsaturated soil (upper line in Fig. 11-5) can be represented by 
(11-58) 
where~ is the slope of the failure line for an unsaturated soil, pis mean pressure, and Cle is the 
q-axis intercept of the failure line. 
The failure line for a normally consolidated saturated soil (lower line in Fig. 11-5) can be 
represented by 
q, = M(p - uJ (11-59) 
where M is .the slope of the failure line for a normally consolidated saturated soil and 4: is the 
cohesive pressure, which is negative. Equating deviatoric stresses in Eqs. 11-58 and 11-59 yields 
an expression for the cohesive pressure 
(11-60) 
/J.:!. indicated by Eq. 11-60, the cohesive pressure varies with the mean pressure, p, and is thus 
a function of the applied forces including overbuden pressure. Eq. 11-60 contains three quantities 
(M, ~. and Cle) which ,rust be detemined. Further, one might expect that M, ~ and Cle would 
be a function of other soil parameters such as water content, degree of saturation, and void ratio. 
Defil itiOil cl Parai, e1el'S 
Drained <Xll11)f'ession triaxial soil testing was conducted on LllSaturated samples cl Maury 
silt loam (Unified Oassificalion Cl; LL = 34, Pl = 10) to develop a database for determining the 
parameters M , ~ and Cle in Eq. 11-60 (Rohlf 1993). 
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Figure 11-5. Cohesive pressure schematic. 
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5an1)les for biaxial testill) were prepared in plexiglass molds in sets of five. Each mold 
had t'Ml sections (lo.var and upper) aeatill) a taal of ten samples for each safll)le set (Fig. 11-6). 
5arr1>le sets were designated as s1 - s6 for sarJ1)1e sets 1 through 6 and FT1 - FT4 for ScUll)les 
prepared in conjin:tion with channel bank flLITle tests 1 through 4. 5arr1>le sets s1 through s3 
were used to develop the biaxial testill) methodology, and the remaining sarJ1)1e sets ( s4 - s6 
and FT1 - FT4) were used to develop failll'e curves. A more CCI01)lete desaiption of the testing 
methodology is provided by Rohlf (1993). 
Sanllle sets s4 ttYOugh s6 and FT-1 through FT-4 were separated by mold section (IONer, 
upper) and used to develop failure lines. All failLre lines produced a q-axis intercept greater than 
zero. The q-axis intercept and slope of the failure line along with the void ratio, gravimetric water 
content, and degree of saturation are presented in Table 11-1 for each sample set ~ mold 
section. 
Graphs of q., versus e., (initial void ratio) and q., versus eg (gravimetric water content) are 
presented in Figs. 11-7 and 11-8, respectively. Examination of Fig. 11-7 shoNs that a good 
relationship exists between q., and e.,. Fig. 11-8 shoNs q., increasilll with an increase in eg which 
is a questionable trend. A rn.dtiple regression analysis usill) an equation of the form 
(11-61) 
where a. b, and c are regression constants, also indicated that no significant additional variance 
was accounted for by the ac:kition of eg. However, a doser examnation of Fig. 11-8 for points 
havillJ relatively constant void ratios indicate that q., may be decreasing with an increase in eg 
(Fig. 11-9). 
The overall trend displayed in Figs. 11-8 and 11-9 which shoNs q., increasill) with eg is likely 
the result of an underlyillJ correlation between void ratio and water content resultillJ from the 
cydic compaction technique used to prepare the samples. Fig. 11-10 contains a graph of e0 
versus eg and shoNs e., gei 1111 ally decreasing with increasill) .water content. The cydic soil 
compaclion technique produced greater compaction (lo.var void ratio) as water content increased. 
Thus, the relationship betv.een q., and eg contained in Fig. 11-8 is actually a 
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Table 11-1 
Fabe Lile 1'*'1::epl: and Slope 
Set Clo (kPa) 11.1, e., e. s, 
S4 23.4 1.25 .851 .262 .825 
S5 7.5 1.10 1.459 .264 .485 
S6 4.6 1.33 1.488 .271 .488 
FT1 - L 15.4 .87 1.021 .284 .746 
FT1 -U 17.9 1.16 1.023 .278 .728 
FT2-L 13.1 .98 1.117 .283 .679 
FT2-U 19.4 .92 1.134 .277 .655 
FT3- u 3.2 1.62 1.726 .234 .363 
FT4-L · 6.3 1.38 1.334 .252 .506 
FT4-U 5.2 1.52 1.439 .250 .449 
reforrrulation r:J the q, - e0 relationship expressed through the high correlation between e., and 
eg. 
Performing a regression analysis on the data displayed in Fig. 11-7 and also assuming an 
exponential reduction in q, with degree r:J saturation yields an expression for the cohesive 
intercept as a function r:J initial void ratio and degree r:J saturation 
q, = a exp{b1e0 + ~ (s:' - S,)l (11-62) 
where S, is degree r:J satualion, S: is the initial degree cl saturation, a and b, are constants 
determined by regression, and ~ is a calibration coefficient. The first term in Eq. 11-62 is similar 
to a relationship discussed by Schofield and W-oth (1968) who found, after examining Hvorslev's 
data, that cohesion in the Coulomb equation could be expressed as an exponential function cl 
water content for overconsolidated saturated soils (Hvorslev, 1937). Eq. 11-62 
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allONS Cle to vary with both void ratio and water content. The calibration constant, ~. was 
detemined by the desired reduction in Cle at saturation. 
Graphs of M.. versus e., and M., versus 09 are presented in Figs. 11-11 aid 
11-12, respectively. The relationship between M.. and e0 has considerable scatter and seems to 
incicate that M.. is increasi~ as void ratio increases. Since one would eicpea that M.. would 
dea ease with increasing void ratio, it is likely that the increasing relationship between M.. and e
0 
is ca ,serf by the previously diso ISSed under1yi~ oorrelation between void ratio and water 
content Fig. 11-12 sha.Ns that a reasonable relationship exists between M., and 0
9
. 
Noting that water content can be expressed as 
e = e.s, 
g G 
• 
(11-63) 
where G. is specific gravity of the soil solids, allOINS 09 to be replaced by e.,S/G. in Fig. 11-12. 
The relationship in Fig. 11-12 can be represented with the equation 
where 
es M., = -f3 Tan-'[(~ - d)/c] + M., 
G, 
M., - M 
p = 7[/2 
(11-64) 
(11-65) 
c and d are regression constants, and M., is a reference failure line slope. The compatible linear 
regression equation for Eq. 11-64 is 
0
9 
= cTan(M., p M..) + d (11-66) 
The relatively small amount of scatter in the M., - 0
9 
relationship (R2 = .85) is remarkable 
considering that most of the failure lines were determined with only two points. Eq. 11-62 and 11-64 
allON the cohesive intercept and slope c:A the failure line to be determined by the initial void ratio, 
gravimetfic water content, aid degree of saturation and specific gravity of the soil solids. 
Substituting Eq. 11-62 and 11-64 into Eq. 11-60 yields an expression for the cohesive pressure. 
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Figure 11-11. Failure line slope versus void ratio. 
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Figure 11-12. Failure line slope versus gravimetric water content. 
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0 -d P'M - 13 Tan-1(-G-) + MJ - aexp(b1e0 <i>:i(s:' - S,)l (11-67) u.: = c 
M 
N. saturation 
-aexp(b1e0 + ~ (s:' - 1)1 u.: = ---~-"----M 
(11-68) 
The slope of the failure line for a saturated soil, M, was determined from a plot of l'4, 
verses S, (Fig. 11-13). The relationship in Fig. 11-13 shows considerable scatter, ho.Never, the 
L4)pel' and IONer lirms were linearly extended to s, = 1 to determine M for a saturated soil. The 
relationship between l'4, and ea (Fig. 11-12) removes rruch of the scatter seen in Fig. 11-13, but this 
relationship is diffiaJlt to project to saturation. 
Although the cohesive pressure relationship given by Eq. 11-67 was determined at failure, 
it was assumed to apply at all stress levels (Rohlf, 1993). This ITIJSt be treated as a si"1)1ifying 
assumption subject to further evaluation since constant water COi itent biaxial tests conducted by 
Satija (1978) (Fredlund and Rahardjo, 1993) indicate that the mabic suction component of 
cohesion may change significantly during shearing. 
DETERMNATION OF A AKJ K 
Hydrostatic (X)l1lnSSion tests were conducted on five sa"1)1es with varying initial void 
ratios (Rohlf , 1993). The effective mean pressure (p' = p - aj was plotted against void ratio in 
log(p') • e space. The resulting values of A and K(slope of the recornpression and compression 
lines, respectively) and e., are presented in Table 11-2. Plots of A and K versus e., are also 
presented in Fig. 11-14. The curves in Fig. 11-14 were fitted with the equations 
(11-69) 
and 
K = exp(r + seJ (11-70) 
where f, g, h, r, and s are regression coefficients. 
Coefficients for the above equations are contained in Table 11-3. 
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Figure 11-13. Failure line slope versus degree of saturation. 
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t,\d111ilic 
Table 11-2 
Ca lip IHiCl1 Test 
Test 
T117 
T126 
T131 
T136 
T140 
Coefficient 
a 
b1 
b;i 
c 
d 
~ 
M 
f 
g 
h 
r 
s 
( 1) Dimensionless coefficient. 
K " .005 0.051 
. 
.019 0.245 
.021 0.073 
.021 0.120 
.022 0.314 
Table 11-3 
Coeffic:lert Values 
Units Value 
kPa 201. 
(1) -2.41 
(1) (3) 
(1) .0108 
(1) .267 
(1) 1.21 
(1) .70 
(1) -6.22 
(1) 4.60 
. -.968 
(1) -5.67 
(1) 1.18 
(2) Regression not performed to determine parameter value. 
(3) b;i varied depending on desired deaease in~ at saturation. 
e,, 
.831 
1.456 
1.043 
1.211 
1.m 
R2 
.92 
.92 
(2) 
.85 
.85 
.85 
(2) 
.97 
.97 
.97 
.44 
.44 
SlMMRY 
A saturated-unsaturated groundwater flow and elastoplastic stress-strain finite element 
formulation was delleloped for slrrulating the l1'll!Cha1ical behavior ci chaMel banks. The model 
coupled the tv«><:limensional saturate<H.llSah.rated grounct.vater flow equation with a plane strain 
fornuation ci the virtual \Wrk equation. The constitutive relationstip used the modified Cam day 
yield function. The model induded the effects of seepage force and variation in soil cohesive 
sb et igth due to changes in water CXll itent and void ratio. The gl"Ol.lldwater equation was solved 
first to detemine seepage force and soil cohesive force, and then the stress-strain equation was 
solved. Upon reacting the failure point, the elastoplastic constitutive relationship was replaced 
with a weak elastic relationship. 
The cohesive pressure relationship was defined as the difference in mean pressure 
between the saturated and unsaturated failure lines in biaxial stress space. The cohesive 
pressure varies with mean pressure and was found to be a function of initial void ratio and soil 
water content. 
Expressions for the slope of the normal consolidation line, 11, and unloading-reloading line, 
K. were also developed. Both of these parameters were a function of initial void ratio. 
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CHAPTER Ill 
ftQJE.L VERIFICATION lffJ I..AB:IRATORY ~NENTS 
The saturated-unsatrated groundwater flo.v and stress-strain finite element model 
described in a iaptei II was verified by oon~son with one-dimensional araytic solutions, other 
runerical solutions, triaxial tests, and laboratory experiments. The foll<Ming sections provide a 
desaiption of model verification using other runerical solutions, triaxial tests, and selected 
labolatoly results. A rmre <Xl111)1ete ~on cl model verification is provided by Rohlf (1993). 
COIFARISON VIIITH N.JMERICAL SOWOONS FOR 11-E r.DJIFIED C.AM a.AV YIB.D 
FUNCT10N 
The elastoplastic solution algorithm with the modified Cam day yield function was 
CXJrl1)Sred with the numerical solutions of Desai, Zienkiewic:z, and ~and. The Desai 
and Zienkiewicz solutions were obtained from graphs (Siriwardane and Desai, 1983). The 
Roscoe-Burland solution is applicable only to triaxial stress space (Roscoe and Burland, 1968). 
Resuts of the numerical solutions are presented in Fig. 111-1. ~ bet\•Jeen all solutions 
is very good except near ultimate strength. N. ultimate sb ength, the load inc:ren:ient and other 
dfferenc:es in the numerical solutions are magnified. 
CONPARISON VIIITH 1RIAXlAL TESTS 
The model was used to sirrulate one r:i the triaxial tests used in developing the cohesive 
pressure relationship (T127). This simulation provides an indication of the ability of the cohesive 
pressure relationship and modified Cam day yield function to reproduce triaxial tests. The lateral 
oonfining pressure provided by the rubber membrane was modeled with a hoop stress equation 
2 t,,E( &3 + 2ve~) 
0: =-~~--'--,-,~~ 
m cl,,(1 - eJ(1 - e1) 
(111-1) 
where cm, is the meni:lrane oonfining pressure, t,, is the thickness of the membrane, E is the 
elastic roodulus of the membla11e, cl,, is the membrane diameter, &., is the lateral stress, and i;:, 
is the axial stress (t,,=0.04 an, E=12,500 kdyne/an2, cl,,=5.00 an, Y::.5) (Rohlf, 1993). Results 
of the simulation comparing cleviatoric stress, axial strain, and volumetric strain are presented in 
Figs. 111-2 through 111-4. Figs. 111-2 and 111-3 indicate that the model does a good job of 
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reproducing the p - q relationship aid a reasonable job cl sinuating axial and lateral strain. 
However as demollSbated by Fig. 111-4, voh.metric strain predided by the model is CXlllsiderably 
gi ealel than the actual strain. The CNer prediction is due to the inability of the modified Cam day 
relationship to model volumetric expansion at failure. Although the modified Qm clay oor lStitutive 
relalior IShip CNer predicts volumetric strain, it may still provide insight into eta 1 ,el bank failure 
mechal lisms for saturated and lllSalurated soils. 
UB:JRATORY EXPERINENTS 
Olannel banks were formed using a plexiglas flume 90 cm long x 25 cm high x 15.24 cm 
Mcie which was divided into a soil COIT1)Ell'1rnen (60 cm) and a water COl1l)8rlment (30 cm). A 
removable plexiglas retaining wall divided the soil and water CXlll iparb, ients. A longitudinal cross 
section cl the flume is given in Fig. 111-5. 
To reduce layering and the resulting ciffei enial pem ieability which can cx:cur with iill)aCI 
c::orr.,action, a cyclic soil compactor was designed for this project. Soils which are subjected to 
cydic loading, either inside or outside the yield function, incur plastic strain. A load platform 
actuated by a cam mechanism was ainstructed to allow cyclic loading cl the entire flume. Soil 
safll)le molds for forming samples for biaxial testing were mounted on the load platform along 
with the flume. Thus except for possible differences in sidewall effects, soil in the sample molds 
was subjected to the same c::orr.,active energy as soil in the flume. The desired degree of 
c::orr.,action was controlled by regulating the rotational speed of the cam and number of cydes. 
A cross section of the cyclic~ is presented in Fig. 111-6. Design details for the flume and 
cydic soil compactor are provided by Rohlf (1993). 
Compaction in the flume and sample molds was achieved by placing soil in layers 
approximately 5 cm thick and subjecting the flume and sample molds to 20 loading cycles for 
each layer. Styrofoam beads approximately 2 mm in diameter were placed in a grid pattern along 
one wall of the flume to measure dsplacement. The walls of the flume were lubricated with Pam 
( corn oil based lubricant) to reduce friction. 
The laboratory experiments consisted of (1) soil preparation, (2) soil compaction in the 
flume, and (3) generating a hydrograph on the exposed channel bank face. Soil (air dry Maury 
silt loam; Unified Oassification CL; LL= 34, Pl= 10, G. = 2.68) was prepared by 
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adcing a sufficient amoLl1t rA tap water to actie.<e the desired water content. The soil was placed 
in the flume in layers and CX>nl)adecl as desaibed above. Mer conl)8C1ion, the flume was 
allot.led to set overnight. A test run consisted rA removing the retaining wall, raising the water 
lellel in the water con 1pa1 b, IE:r'lt to the desired level, and taking both 35rmi aid video camera 
photcgiaphs for measurement rA displaoement and to record the type rA fall,se. If possible, 
swl1)les for determining soil water content were collected after the channel bank either failed or 
reached a stable condition. 
A total offourfli.metests were conducted. These tests were designated as FT-1 ... FT-4 
for flume tests 1 through 4. 
MOOEL PREDICTIONS AND CONPARISON W11H I.ABJRATORY EXPERll'IENTS 
Developnent rA Model l11U Paranelers 
Model input parameters were obtained (1) directly from soil &a111)1es prepared coincident 
with soil in the flume, (2) through relationships developed from soil testing, or (3) from literature. 
Average initial bulk density, porosity, volumetric water content, and degree of saturation for each 
flume test (FT-1 through FT-4) were obtained directly from soil &a111)1e tests. The slopes of the 
normal consolidation and recorTl)l"eSSion lines were obtained from Eqs. 11-69 and 11-70. Since the 
model is insensitive to Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio (Rohlf, 1993), these parameters were 
obtained from Das (1983). 
The saturated hydraulic conductivities for FT-3 and FT-4 were determined by calibrating 
the model using the advancing wetting front which was visible during these two tests. 
Parameters for the van Genuchten (1980) water retention relationship (Eqs. 11-23 through 11-25) 
used in the hydraulic conductivity calibration were obtained as desaibed below. Results of the 
calibration comparing the actual wetting front with the model calculated phreatic surface are 
displayed in Figs. 111-7 and 111-8 for FT-4 and FT-3, respectively. 
Saturated hydraulic conductivities for FT-1 and FT-2 were determined from a relationship 
with void ratio (Fig. 111-9) (Rohlf, 1993). 
A summary of soil water retention relationships for FT-1 through FT-4 is presented in Fig. 
111-10. Note that there is very little difference between the average water retention curves for all 
four tests. A more detailed presentation of hydraulic conductivity and soil water retention testing 
is provided by Rohlf ( 1993). 
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All water retention tests were run as conventional desorption tests using a pressure plate 
(Jury, Gardner, and Gardner, 1991). However, the laboratory experiments generated a rising 
hydrograph on the channel bank .face which produces concfrtions sirrilar to an adsorption water 
retention test Due to hysteresis between the desorption and adsorption lin'bs of the water 
retention relationship, the desorption limb clemor61I ates greater negative pressure heads for a 
given water CXll rte, rt than the adsorption limb ( JLWY, Garmier, and Gal dner, 1991). Consequently. 
the desorption tests performed were not rep esentative d soil CXll dlia as in the fli..me. 
Given the relatively low bulk densities used in these tests aid the hysteresis in the water 
reterrtion relationship, water reterrtion relationships more applicable to a sandy soil rather than a 
silt loam were used (Bear, 1972). The water retention relationships used in the model are 
displayed in Fig. lll-10and are designated as FT4u and FT1u. FT4uwas used for FT-3 and FT-4 
while FT1u was used for FT-1 and FT-2. The relatively small dilfe.-ence between the two 
reterrtion curves FT1u and FT4u was estimated from the diffeteuce between the desorption 
curves displayed in Fig. 111-10 and considering that FT-1 and FT-2 had higher bulk densities than 
FT-3 and FT-4. A Newton-Raphson iteration technique was used to determine the coefficients 
for the van Geru::hten water retention relationships for FT4u and FT1u. 
A summary of all model input parameters for FT-1 through FT-4 is presented in Table 111-1. 
Model Preclctio, IS 
Because the time to failure for FT-1 and FT-2 was much longer than FT-3 and FT-4, FT-3 
and FT-4 were easier to model. Consequently, the model results will be ~ed in reverse 
order of the laboratory tests. 
The basic finite elernerrt mesh used to simulate FT-1 through FT-4 is displayed in Fig. 111-
11. Four node rectangular elements were used for all simulations. To acconmoclale a slight 
difference in channel bank height, the mesh had 209 elements for FT-4 and 180 elements for FT-· 
1 through FT-3. Bernerrt size varied from 2 an x 2 an near the channel bank face to 2 an x 4 
an away from the face. 
Model predicted strain is presented for the x-direction since movement in the x-direction 
should be the best indicator of potential and actual channel bank failure. However, the model 
also determines z-strain and shear strain, and x, z, y, and shear stress. 
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Model results are presented in terms cl ( 1) plots cl water oontent contours, (2) plots of 
strain in the x-direction, and (3) plots of failure at Gauss integration points. Plols cl water oontent 
shoN the movement cl water irto the channel bank. Since soil sbe1igth decreases with 
inaeasing water oontent (Eqs. 11-62 through 11-65), the soil water oontent dslriblmon is useful in 
i • p1 eting strain and fail1.1e information. 
Table 111-1 
Model l'ld Paranem 
Test A, yd n K. e. 
(gnvarr (kdlarr> (cm'min) 
FT-1 1.326 1.301 .505 1.2x10"' .373 
FT-2 1.261 1.237 .530 1.2x10"3 .353 
FT-3 1.012 .994 .622 10. .237 
FT-4 1.112 1.091 .585 8. .279 
Test 50 r -1.(f a N "' (an) (an11N) 
FT-1 .739 37.2 1.59x10"5 2.95 .080 
FT-2 .666 42.6 1.59x10"5 2.95 .103 
FT-3 .381 30.4 8.91x10"5 3.78 .280 
FT-4 .477 26.6 8.91x10"5 . 3.78 .191 
Test K E v 
(kd'cm2) 
FT-1 .012 1.x10S .28 
FT-2 .013 1.x10S .28 
FT-3 .024 1.x10S .28 
FT-4 .018 1.x10S .28 
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Figure 111-11. Finite element mesh. 
Contour plots cl x-slrain show the relative mowmert cl material in the x-direction. Zones 
or regions with higher x-slrain incicate rnowment in the x-direction and, consequentty, the 
potei llial developmert cl a failll'e surface. Honuever, the existence cl a mne or iagioll cl higher 
slrain does not ~ itself indicate that failt.n will oau along a given path. Finite elen 1e1 its which 
haYe reached ~mate sb e11gth or failU'e m.ist IMSO be c:onsidered in defining failll'e zones. 
Elemel lls which have reached ~mate sbe,,gth can cary no additional load. Depencing on the 
sb e, igth and loading condition cl the Slm:Ulding soil mass, these elen ierlls 'Mii continue to strain 
Ln:ler ~mate load. h. adcitional elene its reach ~mate sbe.,gth, the amou,t and areal extent 
cl strain increases. 
Stress-strain modeling provides more inforn l8tion abw the failU'e process than traditional 
limit equilibrium analysis, but the resuts are more clfficut to interpret. Limit equilibrium modeling 
provides a failure surface and a factor cl safety (the ratio cl resisting to driving forces). However, 
limit equilibrium analysis uses a fixed failU'e surface (plane or senic:irwar), and trial and error 
roost be used to locate the fixed failure surface. Thus, there is no vet to be sure that the shape 
and location of the failure surface repi esent aitical concitions. 
Model predictions and COC1l)Blison with laboratory experiments 'Mii rx:m be presented for 
each test. 
Laboraby 1est FT-4 
The rising hydrograph for FT-4 was linear and produced a maxirrum stage of 14.0 an in 
3.4 minutes. A wetting front was visually observed advancing into the channel bank. Incremental 
failure which produced undercutting of the face of the channel bank belON the water surface 
(popout failure) began at approximately 5 minutes into the run. A plane failure including material 
from both above and belON the water surface oaured at 46 minutes. The plane failure occ:urred 
suddenly 'Mlhout noticeable increase in strain prior to oollapse. Predictions ci soil water content 
at 4 minutes of simulation is preserted in Fig. 111-12. The model predicted that the entire soil 
mass belON the water surface was salLrated at the end of 8 minutes of simulation. 
Strain in the x-direction after removal cl the retention wall (no hydrograph) is presented 
in Fig. 111-13. · Strain at 8 minutes cl sirrulation, assuming that there is no neduction in the 
cohesive intercept, q.,, with ii a easing water content, is presented in Fig. 111-14. Note that there 
is very little difference between the amount cl strain in Fig. 111-13 and 111-14. Also, the analysis 
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indicated that there was no failure within any of the elements at 8 minutes of sinuation. Since 
this failure concition cid not match the observed, the cohesive intercept was allONed to deaease 
with degree cl sail.ration as desaibed by Eq. 11-62. Reasooable agieement between the 
observed and precicted faili.re concition was achieved by dearrsirg the cohesive inlelcept to 
.45 cl the original value (Cle, = .45, where Cle,. is the maximum recu:tion factor fer the cohesive 
intercept, qJ. 
Strain predictions in the x-diredion at 8 minutes cl sirruation with Cle, = .45 alorg with the 
actual plane failure surface is presented in Fig. 111-15. A plot cl failu'e at Gauss integration points 
at 8 minutes of sirrulation alorg with the actual faili.re surface is oontained in Fig. 111-16. 
Corll>arison cl moisue ITlOllelTlent (Fig. 111-12) with the increase in negative strain 
(expansion) (Fig. 111-15) provides an explanation of the faili.re mechanism observed in FT-4. The 
increase in water content produced a reduction in cohesive pressure which resulted in expansion 
and eventual failure cl the material alorg the chamel bank face. The failure alorg the face c:A 
the chamel bank appears similar to the alcove or "popout'' failure observed by Bradford and Piest 
(1977). 
The strain distribution (Fig. 111-15) shows the development c:A tw:, potential plane failure 
zones or surfaces, one very near the channel bank face and the other approximately 13 an back 
from the face (measured at the top of the bank). The actual failure cx:curred at approximately 5 
an back from the face. 
The plot of failure at Gauss integration points shows the area of "popout'' failure below the 
water surface and tension failure alorg the top cl the channel bank. Tension failure alorg the 
top cl the channel bank is also due to the ina ease in water content and a reduction in cohesive 
pressure. It appears that plane failure occurred as the zone of popout failure extended up.yard 
toward the tension failure along the top cl the channel bank. 
The actual plane faili.re surface is not dearly indicated by the strain distribution or failure 
at Gauss integration points. However, the failure did occur within the zone of higher strain near 
the char n lel bank face. /4s noted previously, this failure oc:wred suddenly 'Mthout development 
cl an observable strain zone. It is possible that a rruc:h smaller finite element mesh would have 
provided a better indication c:A the actual failure surface fer this type c:A brittle failure. Note thal: 
the failure mechanism fer FT-4 differed considerably from that c:A the Ouse River (Chapter I), 
which generated large shear strains (50% maximum) prior to failure. 
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Figure 111-13. FT-4 x-strain after removal of retaining wall. 
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Figure 111-14. FT-4 x-strain at 8 minutes of simulation 
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Figure 111-15. FT-4 x-strain at 8 minutes of simulation with q,, = .45. 
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Figure 111-16. FT -4 failure at Gauss integration points at 8 minutes of simulation with Cle:, = .45. 
l.abom::ly test FT-3 
The rising hydrograph for FT-3 was linear and produced a maxirrum stage of 14.5 an in 
1.5 rrinutes. A wetting front was visually obselved advancing into the channel bank. Incremental 
failure which produced underaJtting of the face of the channel bank belaN the water surface 
began at approximately 8 rrinutes into the run. M.dtiple plane faillAS including material from both 
above and below the water surface occurred at 14, 25, and 47 rrinutes. The popout failure for 
FT-3 did not develop to the extert d the popo1 It faillft for FT-4. This is likely due to the early 
plane failures 'Nhich irtersedecl a,c1 oovered the popout faillft zaie. As with FT-4, the plane 
failures OCCUTed suddenly without noticeable ina ease in strain prior to collapse. 
Predictions of soil water content at 4 rrinutes of simulation is presented in Fig. 111-17. The 
model predicted that the entire soil mass below the water surface was saturated at the end of 6 
rrinutes d siroolation. 
Strain prediction in the x-direction at 6 rrinutes of simulation with <la = . 45 is presented in 
Fig. 111-18 along with the actual faillft surfaces. A plot of failure at Gauss integration points at 
6 rrinutes of simulation along with the actual failure surfaces is contained in Fig. 111-19. 
The channel bank failure mechanism for FT-3 appears to be similar to FT-4, although 
plane failure ocx:urred earlier for FT-3 than for FT-4, and FT-3 produced multiple failures whereas 
FT-4 had only a single failure. The multiple failures which occured in FT-3 illustrate the 
progressive weakening of the channel bank face in response to increasing water content. As with 
FT-4, the distribution of Gauss failure points shc:Mls the popout failure zone extending upward to 
the tension failure along the top of the channel bank. Also, the strain distribution in Fig. 111-18 
does not dearly indicate the individual multiple failures but the failures pass through the zone of 
higher strain near the chamel bank face. 
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Figure 111-19. FT-3 failure at Gauss integration points at 6 minutes of simulation with q,, = .45. 
l..abclaloly test FT-2 
The hydrograph for FT-2 is presented in Fig. 111-20. The water surface was initially raised 
to 10 cm and held eo11Stant for 385 minutes. The flume was then drained and allo.Ned to remain 
ei1ltY l.l1tif 1465 minutes v.tien the water surface was increased to 17.8 cm and held coustant 
llltil 1975 minutes. N.1975 miootes the flume was again drained. Essentially no popout or plane 
failure of the FT-2 chamel bank occurred during the first 385 minute period with the water surface 
at 10 cm. or during the following period v.tien the tune was <rained. MB the second inaease 
in water level to 17.8 cm. popoutfailure occurred at thefaceofthechamel bank below the water 
level leaving a smaU semicil'Cl.dar failll'e surface. Subsequent lo.Nering of the water level at 1975 
minutes produced no additional failure. 
Predictions of soil water content and strain in the x-direction (q., = .45) afler the second 
drop in the water surface at 1980 minutes of sirrulation are presented in Figs. 111-21 and 111-22, 
respectively. P@n, a zone of negative strain (expansion) developed as the wetting front 
advanced into the channel bank. A plot of failure at Gauss integration points at 1980 minutes of 
sirrulation along with the actual failure surface is presented in Fig. 111-23. 
The sinuated failure zone is larger than the actual failure zone. An examination of slides 
of the failure shoNecl stress aacks at the bottom of the channel bank indicating that the failure 
zone may have extenclecl somewhat beyond the area where material was actually removed from 
the bank. Also, a cor, ,parison of sirrulated and measured water content indicated that the 
penetration of the wetting front (Fig. 111-21) may have been CNef predicted which would have 
contributed to an enlarged failure zone. 
Strain contours in the x-direction (Fig. 111-22) shaw the development of an elongated zone 
cA high strain. This zone of high strain indicates the development of a potential cirailar failure 
surface. 1-b.Yever, under water content and soil strength conditions which occurred in FT-2, 
failure along this surface did na: fully develop. 
In cor 1b ast to FT-4 and FT-3, which failed by fonnation of a popout with subsequent plane 
failure cA the overhanging ledge, flume test FT-2 produced ooy a smaU popout failure. The 
diffelerice in behavior can be explained by the IONer bulk density (Table 111-1) and resulting higher 
shear strength of FT-2 in comparison to FT-4 and FT-3, and the limited penetration of the wetting 
front. 
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Figure 111-23. FT-2 failure at Gauss integration points at 1980 minutes of simulation with <let= .45. 
Laboiaby test FT-1 
The hydrograph for FT-1 is preserted in Fig. 111-24. The water level was initially inaeased 
to 11.4 an and held ca lS!al II for 750 rrinutes. The water conl)artmenl (Fig. Rl-5) had a small 
leak cuing FT-1 and it was necessary to provide a small infloN to mairain a calSlait water 
uface. Cuing the night, when the laboratory test was l.nl!tended, the water Sl.lfaoe inaeased 
mm 11.4 an to 23.9 an at 1365 rrinutes flooding the soil in the flume to a depth of 
approximately 3 an. The water Sl.lfaoe was then IOl,eied to 19.0 an at 1380 rrinutes and held 
001 IS1a1t ll'llil 1440 rrinutes. Al. 1440 rrinutes, the flime was drained. 
Failure of FT-1 consisted of an initial popciut failie at the base of the channel bank with 
a SI lbsequent slab failie which OCCLITed as the flume was craned. The slab failure was 
appioximately 3 to 4 an 'Mde and initiated at the top of the channel bank. As failure occurred, 
the slab , otal:ed about a point near the top of the popciut failure. 
Prediction of soil water conterit at 1440 rrimJtes of simulation is preserited in Fig. 111-25. 
Strain in the x-direction (~ = .425) at 1442 rrinutes of sinuation (2 rrinutes after draining 
the flume) is preserited in Fig. 111-26. This figure shoNs an elongated zone of high strain and 
development of a slab failure along the face of the chamel bank. The elongated zone of high 
strain can be acx:ounted for by the reduction in water pressure and increase in drag force as the 
water surface dropped. 
A plot of failure at Gauss integration points at 1442 rrinutes of simulation along with the 
actual failure surface is preserited in Fig. 111-27. The agreement between the predicted and actual 
failure zones is very good. 
The failure mechanism observed with FT-1 is sirrilar to the channel bank failure p,ocess 
desaibed by Bradford and Piest (1977) and Piest, Bradford, and VVatt (1975) in which a popciut 
or alcove failure near the base of the bank serves as a precursor to slab or plane failure of the 
overhanging ledge (refer to Fig. 1-6). As noted by Bradford and Piest (1977), conventional limit 
equilibrium methods cannot predict this type of failure mechanism. 
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SUNNARY 
The tv.o-dimensional saturated-unsaturated groundwater flow and stress-strain finite 
element model was verified by c:orrpanson 'Nith one-dimensional analytic solutions, other 
m.merical solutions for the modified Cam day yield fln::tion, biaxial tests, and laba ata y 
experiments. 
PGreement between the analytic aid model solutions was excellent and agreement 
between the model and numerical solutions was very good. The moclfied Cam day constitutive 
relationship Oler predided axial and volumetric strain in sirru1atir11 biaxial tests. 
The laboratory experiments included the fern iation r:I channel banks approximately 20 cm 
high and generatiQOc of a rising and falling hydrograph on the exposed channel bank face. 
Model sirrulation included groundwater movement into the channel bank, strain in the x-
direction, aid the location of finite elements which reac:hed ultimate sb e,'YJth. The model provided 
good insight into the failure mechanism for popout failure and a reasonable prediction of plane 
failure. 
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CHAPTER IV 
Sl.M.l'ARY 11.:J CONCUJSIONS 
A saturateckmabnt grouxlwater flo.v ml elastcpastir. sb SS sbai,1 finite element 
model was developed for sinuating the mechanical behavior drill ml gully sized chamel banks. 
The model coupled the tv.o-dirnensional sab.nteck.nsatu grOll'dNater flo.v equation with 
a plane strain fonrulation d the virtual Y«ll'k equation. The constitutive relationship used the 
moclfied Cam day yield fLnction. The model inducted the effects d seepage force and variation 
in soil sbet tg!h due to changes in water content ml void ratio. The grw,dwaler equation was 
sollled first to determine seepage force and soil cohesive force, and then the stress-strain 
equation was sollled. Upon reaching the failure point, the elastoplastic constitutive relationship 
was replaced with a weak elastic relationship. 
The model was verified using (1) one-dmensional analytic solutions for unsaturated flow, 
saturated flow, and elastic strain; (2) other numerical solutions for the roodified Cam day 
constitutive relationship; and (3) laboratory experiments. The labolatory experiments employed 
a specially designed cydic soil compactor and plexiglass flume to form and compact channel 
banks. The cydic soil compactor was also used to piepare soil &anl)les for triaxial testing. The 
channel banks were subjected to a rising and falling hyclrograph. 
The following general observations can be rT)Bde regarding the laboratory experiments and 
model results: 
(1) All laboratory channel bank failures induded an initial popout failure located primarily 
below the water surface. The popout failure occurred under static water conditions without 
flow generated shear forces. 
(2) After formation of a popout, plane failure of the overhanging material occurred without 
appreciable strain prior to failure for FT-1, FT-3, and FT-4. These failures were basically 
brittle. 
(3) The groundwater flo.v and stress-strain model provided significant insight into the 
mechanical behavior drill and gully sized channel banks. The model was able to predict 
strain, and the basic failure zone for popout failures. The failure surface for plane failures 
was well predicted for FT-1, but not well predicted for FT-3 and FT-4. 
(4) Popout failures were primarily caused by an increase in soil water content and resulting 
decrease in soil cohesive strength. 
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, (5) The finite element rmdel included soil cohesion as a basic force similar to body force, fluid 
drag force, or fluid pressLre force. This technique for rrodeling soil cohesion can be 
incorporated in arr; appropriate CXll1Slitutive relationship, thus eliminating the need to 
develop special CXll1Slitutive relationships for soils exhibiting cohesion. 
(6) For lo.v bulk density material (FT-3 and FT-4), the predicted time cl failure preceded the 
actual time cl failure. This may have been due to (Net estimating the rate cl movement 
cl the wetting front and, thus, due to rNer estimating the saturated and unsaturated 
hydraulic oonductivities. 
(7) Model verification has been concluded only for Maury silt loam and the range in water 
content under 'Nhich the soil cohesive pressure relationship was developed. Due to the 
COlll)adion technique used, the effects cl void ratio and soil water content on cohesive 
force CXlllld not be separated. 
FU1\JRE RESEARCH 
The rmdel in its present tv.o-dimensional form has the potential to provide insigtt into a 
couple of significant channel erosion problems including ( 1) removal of material from a channel 
bottom and sides by shear forces; and (2) analysis cl channel headwall failure. 
A key element in the rmdel is the cohesive pressure relationship. This relationship needs 
further development and verification. Also, the relationship needs to be extended to other soils 
to increase the usefulness of the model. 
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